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Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Nouns 5   
Write two common 
nouns that begin with 
each letter.

a:  

j:  

q:  

p:  

v:  

Nouns 3
Write three common nouns for each picture.

           

           

           

Nouns 1
Write �ve common nouns that name people.

Write �ve common nouns that name places.

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns

Nouns 2   
Write a common noun that is a 
synonym for each word.

cup:   cat: 

infant:   shoes: 

road:   jacket: 

snack:   pet: 

Nouns 4
.
Write �ve common nouns that name things .

Write �ve common nouns that name ideas.

Nouns
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Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns

Nouns 6        

Fill in the blanks with common nouns.

The  opened its  and ate the .   

The  dropped the  into the .   

The  saw two  with golden  �y

over the .    

Nouns 7    
Write a common noun that is 
an antonym for each word.

aunt:  desert: 

father:   infant: 

mountain:   park: 

window:    chair: 

Nouns 8.
Write two common nouns that begin with 
each letter.

e:  

z:  

r:  

t:  

w:  

Nouns 9   

.
Rearrange the letters in the 
word .meadowlark  to make ten 
or more common nouns. Each 
word should be four or more let-
ters long. Write your list on your 
own paper.

Nouns 10
Write a noun to go with each adjective.

a blue 

two red   

a purple 

lime green 
  
a pair of pink 

Nouns
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Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Name/Date 
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Nouns 12 

Write a common noun that is a synonym for 
each word.

sea:    red: 

try:    mail: 

mug:    rain: 

Nouns 11.

Write proper nouns for these 
people.

The name of a president:

The name of a friend:

The name of an author:

The name of a relative:

The name of an athlete:

The name of a character:

Nouns 13
Write nouns in the blanks to �nish the similes.

as fast as a    as large as a 

as shy as a    as bright as a 

as plump as a  as light as a 

Nouns 14 

Write a proper noun that rhymes with each 
word given.

hay:    job: 

moon:  rain: 

blue:    hairy: 

Nouns 15.
Write �ve proper nouns that name speci�c people.

Write �ve proper nouns that name speci�c places.

Nouns

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns
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Nouns 19.
Fill in the blanks with proper nouns.

For vacation, we �ew to . 

My sister’s name is . 

 , please shut the door.

Why did you name your dog ? 

Nouns 16.

Write the names of three cities in 
the state where you live.

Write the names of three coun-
tries.

Write the names of three sports 
teams.

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns

Nouns 17
Write �ve proper nouns you might �nd on a calendar.

Write �ve proper nouns that are the names of speci�c animals.

Nouns 18. 

Write the singular noun for each word.

teeth:    jeans: 

cattle:   buses: 

moose:  berries: 

Nouns 20. 
Write the plural noun for each word.

child:  person: 

goose:  mouse: 

ox:  group: 

Nouns
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Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Name/Date Name/Date 

Nouns 21.

Add -es to form the plural nouns.

glass:    grass: 

patch:    bush: 

ditch:    fox: 

crutch:  sash: 

Nouns 22. 

Change f to v and add -es to form the plural 
nouns.

leaf:   elf: 

scarf:  wolf: 

thief:  wharf: 

yourself:  shelf: 

Nouns 23. 

Change y to i and add -es to form the 
plural nouns.

fairy:    daisy: 

�y:    canary: 

buddy:  dairy: 

cherry:  trophy: 

Nouns 24. 

Write singular or plural nouns that agree with 
the verbs given.

The   run.
The   runs.
A   grew tall.
The   fall in October.
The   sees the train.
A   felt the rain.

Nouns 25. 

Circle the appositive for each underlined noun.

My brother Gary is very hairy.

Clark, our pet lark, is afraid of the dark.

Dan, the man with the purple van, has a great tan.

The mayor, Mr. Austin, was originally from Boston.

My friends, Pilar and Paul, played ball at the Legion Hall.

Nouns

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns
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Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Nouns 26 

Write antecedents for the pronouns.

 won the race because he �nished �rst.

 gave her book to Carl.

 ate the pizza because she was hungry.
  and  cleaned their room.

A  �ew over the fence, and it was never seen again.

Nouns 27 

Circle the indirect objects.

Pat told Matt the secret.

Grandpa and Grandma sold us their farm.

The elephants showed us their new tricks.

Ramon brought Rachel a bouquet of roses.

Uncle Adam gave Aaron an apple and an apri-

cot.

Nouns 28 
Underline the simple subjects of the sen-

tences.

Is the male or female spider larger?
At the party, the monkey frightened the 
guests.
Will the moose and the mouse dance in the 
moonlight?
Elaine and Eleanor ate eight Egyptian egg-
plants.

Nouns 29...

Circle the direct objects.

Todd left his wife a note on the chalkboard.

We sent Maggie and Don to camp.

Jay and Joann made pancakes for breakfast.

The dog fetched the stick for Brian.

Monica told her dog to be quiet.

Nouns 30 

Underline the objects of the prepositions.

Jon looked under the rock and behind the 
tree.
Ahmad went around the tackle and into the 
end zone.
Rhoda went to the kitchen and put her cup 
in the sink.
Will you be at the party in the park on Sat-
urday?

Nouns

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Nouns
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Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date Name/Date 

Name/Date 

Pronouns 3
Write objective pronouns to complete the prepositional phrases.

Mae gave the present to .

Emily bought the bike from .

Ed and Joe will bring the car to .

You may go after .

Devon took the football to .

Kimiko gave the new puppy to .

Pronouns 1 

Write the two words for each contraction.

she’d:    you’d: 

it’s:    wouldn’t: 

we’ll:   they’re:

I’ll:    he’s:

Pronouns 2 

Write singular posses-
sive pronouns before each 
noun.

 walrus    watch

 wallet    wings

 window  webs

 wheels    wall

Pronouns 4.  
Write subjective pronouns to match 
the nouns in gender and number.

Pat and Dave:   

three cats: 

Miguel:   

Soo and I: 

Natasha: 

an octopus: 

Pronouns 5 

Write the contraction for each pair of words.

she will:   I am: 

they are:   he is:   

you are:   we will: 

would not:    I will: 

Pronouns

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Pronouns
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Name/Date 

Name/Date Name/Date 

Pronouns 10 

Circle the pronouns that refer to the underlined nouns.

Shelly gave Jacob the book because she wanted him to learn Spanish.

Tony and his brother saw us at the movie.

Andy saw Tom and Ted at the game, and he asked them for a ride.

The dog wagged its tail when Jerry brought his friend home.

Beans, peas, and carrots are vegetables, and they are good for us.

Jamal injured his arm while skateboarding.

Pronouns 6 

Write pronouns or 
contractions with pro-
nouns to complete these song titles.

Are  Sleeping?
 Be Coming ’Round the Mountain 

 a Little Teapot
For  a Jolly Good Fellow 
Happy Birthday to 

 a Small World

Pronouns 7

Write a plural pronoun for each singular pronoun.

I:      he: 

she:  it: 

you:  me: 

Pronouns 8...

Underline the correct pronouns.

Joel and ( me, I ) are neighbors.

Mom gave the gifts to Tim and ( her, she ).

( We, Us ) will order the pizza.

Ken saw ( her, she ) on Saturday.

The storm left ( its, their ) mark on the city.

Everyone should bring ( his, their ) own bicycle.

Pronouns 9..
Circle the antecedents 

for the pronouns.

 

Sharon left her skateboard at the park.

Each cat washed its paws.

Marta and Mark jogged to their appointment.

The spider watched its prey.

The cicadas sang their songs loudly.

Pronouns

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Pronouns
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Pronouns

Pronouns 13 

Fill in the blanks.

Pronouns can be singular or . 

Pronouns take the place of . 

The  is the word replaced by a pronoun. 

He, him, and her are  pronouns. 

Pronouns 11 

Write an interrogative sentence 
using two plural pronouns.

Write an imperative sentence 
using two or more singular pro-
nouns.

Pronouns 12
Fill in the blanks with pronouns.

The dog whined.  whined. 
Bob and Carol danced.  danced. 
Ben ate pizza and tacos.  ate pizza and tacos.
Mona gave the book to Doug.  gave 

 to .

Pronouns 14 
Use interrogative pronouns (who, whom, what, or which) to 
complete the sentences.

 is the matter with the car? 

 can �x it?

 way to the service station?

To  shall we send the check?

Pronouns 15 

Write DO for direct object, IO for indirect object, or OP for 
object of a preposition to show how the pronouns are used.

 Tiffany gave the ribbon to me.

 Will Jenny meet me in St. Louis?

 Aunt Luvina gave me a pet lizard.

 The plumber told us the bad news.

Grammar Warm-ups: 
Pronouns




